BADGER’S SUNBURN
LEAGUE
➢ Ensure that you have downloaded the April Scoresheet from Ianseo
(SUN1) ready for the start of this league.
➢ There is a different score sheet to be downloaded each month and it
is imperative that you download and submit the correct one or the
system will reject it.
➢ All scores MUST be witnessed by someone present at the time and
location when you shoot your round. They are signing to say they have
seen you shoot the round and that what you have recorded is correct.
➢ When you have shot your round, email your completed & witnessed
score sheet to triplex@philcollins.me.uk using SUN SCORE as your
email subject.
➢ Emails correctly addressed as 3. above will automatically be sent to the
scanner for processing.
➢ Emails to the wrong address, with the wrong email subject or the
incorrect score sheet will be automatically rejected for you to try
again.
➢ To submit your score, photograph your score sheet in a portrait
(upright) format and send as a .PDF file in the smallest format you
can.
➢ You may submit as many scores as you wish during the month BUT,
only submit a subsequent score if it is better than your previous
submission as it will overwrite previous values.
➢ All rounds must be shot in accordance with Archery GB’s Rules of
Shooting so please remember ONLY 6 Sighter Arrows prior to
commencement of scoring.
➢ You cannot practice all morning and shoot your round in the afternoon
as this constitutes sighter arrows.
➢ For the same reason, you cannot shoot two rounds on the same day
and submit the score for the second round.
If you have any comments or queries, please don’t hesitate to contact me and
we can then resolve any issues prior to the start on 1st April.

